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I Innerspring 
Crib Mattress 
An Outstanding Value 

$0.88 

Famous Kantwet innerspring crib mat- 

tens with gaily colored moisture-proof 
ticking. Full size. 

Kroehler Sofa- 
Bed in Tapestry 

Was $119.95 

$76*46 
Famous Kroehler sofa bed m clever 
modern lines... opens to a full-length 
bed tailored in tapestry. 
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2-Pc. Kroehler 
Daveno Suite 

Was $389.95 

*288“ 
Has famous "cushionized" comfort, 
carvad decorator boucle. Davano opens 
to double bad. 

Innerspring 
Roll-A way Bed 

Was $29.95 

$2277 
Sturdy metal frame bed for guests that 

folds compactly! Complete with inner- 

spring mattress. 
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| INNERSPRING [ 
| MATTRESS 

I Special/ $|844 I 

A super buy of full or twin-size mattresses at an unheard 
of price. Packed with tempered steel coils and layers of 

fluffy cotton felt over sturdy insulo pads. 

New Kroehler * 

Davenette" Suite 
Regularly A# .72 
*259.95 loO 

Gives you a luxurious love seat sofa by day converts 

to a double bed at night! Siflbrtiy tailored in clever modern 

style by Kroehler love-seat sixe saves space m your 
room! Deep comfortable matching chair. 
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| Famous Simmons 1 
| Sofa Bed S 
| Regularly $7448 I 
I *119.95 " 

" 1 
Stunning, modern design, double duty sofa bed in the 

2255; 
popular 2-cushion style. Opens in seconds to a double bed 

= B 
... has genuine innerspring comfort and decorator fabrics. 

I Eclipse Love 
Seat Sofa Bed 

■ Regularly # 76 
1 184.75 O U 

Eclipse creates a smart new design in double duty love seat 

beds! Gives you unusual styling saves space in small 

rooms. Opens in a jiffy to full-length bed for 2. 
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I Simmons Innerspring 1 

| MATTRESS I 
| Regularly Q.16 I 
j Much More Mm* I 

A leading mattress from Simmons especially priced for 

this money-saving event. Enjoy sleeping comfort at a 

budget price. 
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I 
Famous Make 

Innerspring 
Mattress 

I 
Much More 
Regularly 

Only 153 specially purchased from a leading manufacturer 
of quality bedding. All have prebuilt borders with luxuri- 
ous covers and are packed with de luxe features. 
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a Youth Bed 
Mattresses 
Famous Kantwet 

*I8«8 
Genuine innerspring mattress for a 

youth bed. Has heavy duty, moisture 

proof ticking. 
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Simmons Love 
Seat Hide-A-Bed 

Were 2219 to 2229 

I$1 
79-50 

Famous Simmons Hide-A-Bed in space 

saving, love seat sizes. All open to big 
double beds. 
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Sturdy Maple 
Bunk Bed Set 

Was $54.95 

$39.95 
Complete set! You get 2 beds, ladder 
and guard rail. Made of hardwoods in 

maple finish. 
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Famous Lullabye 
Crib 

$ie.86 
Regularly $26115 

Beautifully styled crib made from finest 

selected hardwoods and richly finished 

in a choice of maple or birch. 

--- --- 

Foam Rubber 
De Luxe Pillows 

Regularly $A 88 
' 

*8.95 © 
• 

Nationally famous make, foam rubber pillows that wW 

last a lifetime! Dirt, germ and allergy-proof! Cuddles 

your head In a light airy comfort you've never known 

re! 
* 
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